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MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Once our bodies and minds are recalibrated into Oneness, by
infusing frequencies and energies from all of the 5 spheres, the
music of the spheres begins to sing through the crystal cells of the
body. Our crystal cells will learn to sing in rhythm and in tune with
our Divine Compliment, which is contained in the Earth’s Core.
Each crystal cell contains an entire creation grid, an entire memory
containing the eons of lifetimes in each dimension. We must
bring in the frequencies of alignment and memory into the crystal
cells. Once the cells memory is restored, the crystal cells become
vortices that can spin down into the core of the Earth and collect
the entire memory of the entire divine selfhood. By spinning
our vortices of our crystal cells down into the Core Domain and
absorbing those frequencies, the brain becomes activated, and it
can begin recalibration of all of the elements of co-creation as was
originally a natural part of the man of Source creation.
The music of the spheres was the toning sequence used in Mystery
Schools of all ancient times. The music of the spheres directly
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interfaces with, and activates the DNA template. The original
teachings of the mystery schools said it was the voice and the mind
that must be used to create the music of the spheres. It was not an
instrument - it was the heart song of the individual that would allow
one to fly through the universes.
The music of the spheres can never be disconnected from an
individual’s temple (the light body that has been transformed
into this dimensional density) and the planet, universe, galaxy,
solar system and cosmos that this individual originated from and
is connected with for eternity. The music of the spheres is an
activation process that includes the tonal, harmonic, octave and
key structure aligned through and within the crystal structure, the
light structure and the energy structure of the spheres and their
alignment with each other.
The toning sequences created by aligning consciousness into the
spans of the spheres of consciousness. Merging breaths of
consciousness that are sparked and ignited by Source is the
beginning of the process needed to open planetary axiom lines for
activating planetary shields. Simultaneously, this toning activates
the DNA strands in the body template. The element that was lost in
the music of the spheres was that connection to energy of Source
Consciousness.
The 8 of 8 of 8 represents the time to complete this activation. The
8th dimension has woven into our planetary shields. The 15
dimensions have woven into our planetary shields. Now, it is time
for the 16th- the second set of 8 to be woven into our planetary
shields. The 16th strand is the strand ignited by the spark of
Source. This ascension activation cannot be completed until this
Spark of Source is placed into and activated into every cell of our
bodies.
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There are three elements needed for the co-creativity with Divine
Mind. First we need crystal in the form of crystal light, crystal dust,
crystal liquid light. Next we need Light from the Sun, which is
created from the rainbow rays of infinite sources of the highest
frequency of Source. Then we need the braiding of the sun’s
energies from all solar systems that are included with the three
matrixes of Gaia, Tara and Earth. This energy is contained in the
Earth’s Star Matrix-Ursa and is streaming down it’s form of light to
align with the Earth at this present time.
The third element is energy. The energy comes from
Consciousness. The closer one’s consciousness is to Source,
the higher the frequency of that individuals vibrations are. Each
individual is a key, just like a song might be sung in the key of
C or E. We understand how to tune up an instrument to be in a
key. What our present musical education does not include is how
to raise the frequencies of an instrument or a singer. That is the
element that is lost in the musical structure; we have been told this
is the lost chord. It is the energy of consciousness that is missing
from our planet. This energy of raising the oscillation patterns of
consciousness, which is directly reflected in the etheric quality of
the voice, is what is required to get on the same wave length with
the spiritually attuned matrixes.
This light energy coming from the Earth’s sun and streaming
upward through the individual’s temple of crystal light energy can
create frequencies of music, as well as light energy in the form of
reading light or generation for technology.
To learn more about how DNA and the Music of the Spheres:
http://www.cosmicwavefilesdnaactivation.com/
cosmicwavefilesdnaactivation_005.htm
http://www.cosmicwavefilesdnaactivation.com/home.html
CRYSTALAI
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AQUARIAN HARMONIC
TRANSFORMATION

We must begin implementing the Aquarian program of Evolutionary
Transformation. We must start transmuting our frequencies into
this grand new cosmic symphony. We must begin to return to the
Perfect Man in accordance with the parameters of cosmic evolution.
We must live in a state of harmony and balance and beauty--but not
from the Earthly standpoint. The state of harmony and balance and
beauty comes from the alignment of our breaths of consciousness
into the music of the spheres. Once we spend more time aligning
our frequencies into that orchestra and less into the rock and roll
band of the Earth’s definitions, we become lifted into a vibrational
frequency of our Higher Being who continuously and perfectly
directs and guides and magnetizes harmony, balance and beauty.
This causes the entire physical body to transform and merge into
the higher frequency of love and abundance.
The music of the spheres has aligned into a brand new harmonic
conversion allowing us to Raise Frequencies to a level where you
become a harmonic convergence into the grand Aquarian motif.
We sing the cosmic symphony of evolution through our breaths of
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consciousness. As we harmonically align with the Cosmic Breaths
of Consciousness our entire cellular structure sings in harmony,
and becomes completely transmuted into this Cosmic Symphony.
We each contain a melody of fraternal essence and our angelic
co-creative consciousness. The light streams and sound of the
breaths of angelic consciousness are streaming through our minds,
our cells, our atoms, our molecules. All of the Suns of all of the
Galaxies are singing in magnificent rhythmic streams of crystal light
energy of aqualene texture. Our crystal heart glows and dances as
it wraps the stars beyond this matrix into the zero point of the spark
of source. The ignition of Oneness takes place and it feels like the
tone of home, the stardust energy, the radiance of omnipresent
Divine Love.
We must now be willing to transform far beyond a better Earthly
Consciousness into a Galactic Consciousness and a Cosmic
Consciousness. The people of this Earth barely know how to
get along with a person with different colored skin. Now it is
time to be willing to unite harmoniously with millions of levels of
Consciousness, entities from all of the Galaxies that were seeded
in the original Aquarian Galaxy. Now it is time for a huge family
reunion. Only those who have expanded their Consciousness to the
Infinite, only those who have allowed the Cosmic Transformation of
Consciousness into the Etheric Knowing, the Cellular remembering,
Harmonic Resonation with the entire Music of the Spheres. This will
happen for all in time; but why wait? The spaceships are landing
now. Only those with their minds aligned harmonically will step into
the Islands of Light containing the new Galactic Brotherhood.
The more we soak up the Galactic, Cosmic and Stellar Frequencies
through the Breath of Consciousness, the more aligned into the
harmony and rhythm of the Evolutionary Transformation. We must
share frequencies and rhythms until we align into a brand new
rhythmic texture and a Galactic Tone of Home. As I invite hundreds
of Cosmic and Stellar Entities, Family members and Friends to
share their Breaths on my recordings, I find a harmonic alignment.
Harmonic Alignment doesn’t require any music theory, or what key
resonates with what key. When the angels sing they all resonate
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in harmony. This is what is significantly different about this music
created through the Music of the Spheres. The teachings of
Kuthumi as Pythagoras and as many other teachers in the Mystery
Schools. I learned this art form through one on one instruction from
Kuthumi.
Mary Magdalene was the student of Kuthumi’s Music of the
Spheres school who most completely understood the alignment
into the Cosmic Frequencies. It was her breath who could bring the
highest frequency to Earth 2000 years ago. I came from a team of
co-creative angels.
I was sent by Zadkiel in 1954. I was realigned as a walk in thirteen
years later. From that moment on I knew my reason for living was to
bring the highest frequencies to Earth through music. The highest
frequency is the God Frequency. We receive that frequency through
the original breath of Source--the Angelic Consciousness breathed
into the original idea of creation. The Angels from the Co-Creative
realm of the fifteenth dimension work with me daily on this project.
These are the frequencies required to turn this matrix into a star
and to turn us into our original immortal selfhood.
The complete memory came to me when I was singing in a
Japanese choir and I kept recording my voice over and over again
and listening to try to create a sweet harmonic frequency because
I sensed no sweetness in the choir I was in. I soon realized that
the more I transformed my voice into the alignment of these sweet
angelic frequencies, the more my body and entire life began to
transmute into a heavenly home. I learned that it is the breath that
represents our level of ascension.
The more we listen to the breath aligning directly into and through
those highest cosmic entities, the faster we transmute our
consciousness into the immortal body. I found an entire heaven
inside of these frequencies of Cosmic Breath. I lived with the
earphones on my head day and night until the world around me
no longer existed. I could walk above my shoulders and watch my
body walking on the Earth.
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The standing wave pattern that one places their Consciousness
into is the one that the body will realign to. If we continuously focus
our Consciousness into a higher realm of frequencies that we can
clearly feel penetrating through our cells, our blood stream, our
atoms, our air, our water, we can complete shift into this parallel
reality of a higher consciousness. The law is the same as the law
required for defining your home of residence on Earth. Your true
home is the one you spend the most time in. When we can truly find
the time to stay in the harmonic frequencies of the fifth dimension,
or galactic consciousness, or Cosmic Consciousness continuously,
that is where our bodies will shift to.
As the frequencies of Cosmic Consciousness penetrate the
listener’s physical temple, the vibrations lift the structure into
a magnetic field that only allows those elements of the equal
frequency level to enter in. It allows a higher more elevated
vibrational experience that turns life into one event of bliss and joy
after another.
The entire Evolutionary Process involves refining the frequencies
of Consciousness into the memory and realignment with Cosmic
Consciousness. We were completely removed from our perfect
spiritual self, and now we are being completely realigned into our
spiritual self. This doesn’t happen automatically. Each individual
has shadows that need to be removed to allow the light to shine
through. The more light that is streaming from the galactic suns into
those shadows, the harder it will be for the shadows to cover the
light energy. This is why it is imperative to keep the body saturated
in light energy day and night. There is no more wonderful way to do
this than to listen to angels breathing and singing all night long.
Perfection, in accordance with the parameters of cosmic
evolution, is a state of being in which is experienced that feeling of
harmony, beauty, peace and love that is capable of balancing and
harmonizing circumstances and antagonistic elements, producing
an atmosphere of infinite Light, tolerance and compassion. It is
the state in which the all that configures your physical structure is
transformed to merge into the vibratory frequency of your Higher
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Being, as an entity of spiritual service and plenitude. It is the most
elevated state of vibration that allows us experience what it means
to be part of the Infinite where the limitations of matter are replaced
by the re-creative dynamics of Divine Love and impersonal service
towards life and evolution.
Parents must be willing to allow their children the divine right to
participate in the world under the new planetary - galactic terms.
Children must be allowed to begin preparing their new golden
galaxy. We must prepare to return to our Kumara Form of immortal
Man. Children need to allowed to learn the truth about our galaxy,
our starry brothers, our immortal self hood. They need to learn
that they are a grand creation from the Spark of Source that has
created stars and galaxies themselves. They must be encouraged
to remember who they really are. Children on Earth are Starry
Children, Golden Beings, the original Kumara of the Aquarian
Galaxy.
Children need to be allowed to remember that they came from the
Planes of Immortal Light where Divine Harmony was the key to
existence, and creating with the Divine Activity of Divine Love was
the desired profession. It is time for children to know about their
real genetic structure that is engraved in the DNA of our cosmic
consciousness. It is the breath of Cosmic Consciousness from the
co-creative angels that is recorded on these CD’s This is the breath
that re-activates the memory of the 12 DNA, 24 DNA, 48 DNA.
Cosmic DNA is 48 DNA. This is the memory of all we really are. We
have even recorded 96 DNA into ULTRA MAGIC SUN through the
Stellar Frequencies braiding with all of the Galactic Stars. This is a
true power booster.
Children need a combination of remembering their magic as well
as their galactic identities. They need to learn that the co-creative
elementals, fairies, devas really are out playing in the backyard.
They are the entities who created the flowers and the trees in
perfect alignment with the breath of Source. This is the true
meaning of being a co-creator. All creation is done through and in
perfect alignment with Source.
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All of the breaths of angels on the recordings are lined with the
breath of Source Consciousness Breath, Divine Love Breath,
Divine Father Mother God Breath. Each CD album is created within
the formula of the Divine Plan. Each CD is an Island of Light. It
contains all of the Entities of the entire Cosmos who created these
Symphonies of Breaths of Love in alignment with the structure of
the Music of the Spheres.
The magic waits in the listener’s own consciousness. The listener
must listen, absorb and learn to exhale the magic that is absorbed
from the cosmic breaths. This light energy must be exhaled into the
body and into the environment. This is how Islands of Light can be
created on Earth. We can actually transfer the magnificent cities
of light from Atlantis into our present reality through our breaths of
consciousness.
Families must start to think in galactic terms rather than local city
government or planetary government. We are translating into a
Golden Galaxy where Omniverses will gather together as One. Our
starry brothers have been here watching and guiding us for eons,
and now we will all get to know each other much better. It is time
to raise our frequencies into Cosmic Consciousness. This is the
Frequency level required for Cosmic Unification. This allows your
higher self to vibrate in unison with your consciousness an allows
you to be completely aligned and directed with this Divine Direction
and Connection to Source when you are ready.
Learn more about walking through your Diamond Door into your
Future Self Reality. Ascend completely into a Parallel Shift of
Multidimensional Consciousness through our Light Technology Lab
and MultiDimensional Studio. Spend time in our Ascension Therapy
Center and ride the Frequency Wave Transmutation through
Breaths of Stellar Wave Activation.
Now, with the Aquarian Age you will be given the opportunity to
have at your disposal the adequate tools to transmute it by means
of the activation and integration of the Galactic Consciousness
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for which you have been convoked in these transition times.
What implications will it have on the planet and humanity? All in
the universe is interconnected and interpenetrated by Fields of
Multidirectional Networks whose vortices of multi-centric energetic
radiations cohesion all the cosmic structure. In the measure in
which you go adopting this new galactic consciousness, the Earth
will be modifying its unified fields, injecting and expelling a new
energetic-vibrational frequency that will generate an atmosphere
and habitat more refined for the evolution of the future Kumaras or
new golden race.
The Aquarian Age is bringing the light activation tools that will allow
complete alignment and integration into Galactic Consciousness.
Our minds may now interconnect through multidirectional
consciousness vortices that create cohesion into the cosmic
structure. The more one makes the commitment to adopting the
galactic consciousness and the connecting into the cohesion of
the cosmic structure, the more Mother Earth will be modifying her
unified fields to form vortices of harmonic convergence zones
through and around those who make a commitment, into their
individual islands of light that are created through Merkaba bodies,
hova bodies and light bodies. Mother Earth will be able to expel a
new vibrational frequency that will create an atmosphere of love
divine that is refined into the needs of the evolution of the golden
race.
Those who desire this transformation into the evolution of the
golden race must be willing and dedicated to transforming and
raising their vibrational frequencies into that refinement of the
golden age.
We will be recording the breaths of consciousness of the children
who are being born into the golden race.
This golden race will contain the perfect model of consciousness of
the Blue Dolphonoid from Sirius Spiritual Twin stored in the likeness
of Aquafaria.
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The frequencies resonate with the crystal caves, the crystal cities,
the Sun of inner Earth, the Divine liquid light frequencies. These are
the frequencies that we will resonate with and create a harmonic
convergence zone where Mother Earth prepares this same magical
frequency to live within on Earth.
The Cosmic Magic School will begin recording the frequencies
of transformation into the golden age. The Cosmic Magic School
will teach the magic of transmutation into the higher frequencies
of alignment into our new galactic consciousness and cosmic
consciousness. We will watch Mother Earth create her atmosphere
of Love Divine around and through us as we transform the former
hologram into the heaven that was locked in a veil until now.
The goal of Mother Earth is to create the atmosphere of Love
Divine for the Starry Children--the Immortal Man, the Kumara Race,
the image and likeness of God--the Normal Creation. To Breathe
the Spark of Source into our cells, hova bodies, merkaba bodies.
The place we stand on is holy ground. It translates into a frequency
of the harmonic chord of the fifth. The fifth sphere--the fifth of
the chord--this is a harmonic resonance where our mind waits to
gravitate to.
When we climb the scale of Kuthumi’ G scale mode we end on the
fifth of D. In Jazz the fifth of G is the 13th. The 13th is the Cosmic
Consciousness of our Divine Creation, our immortal star bodies, the
essence of our creation, love, life truth, mind, soul spirit, substance,
principle, divine plan, intelligence.
The chords are not linear like on a keyboard. They are spherical
just like the circle of fifths in jazz. This structure of modality has
been on Earth since Pythagoras introduced modality. This modality
grew into Jazz creation. This Spiritual translation of the music of the
spheres based on the five spheres, the octave of eight dimensions
and the three octaves completing the 8/8/8 is now being completed
as Mother Earth aligns into her Star Essence.
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Creating our
Harmonious Galactic
Home Base

If a composer attempted to record a piece of music in the key of C
and then wrote the same music in the key of E, B and G and then
laid these files of music on recording tracks one on top of the other,
the sound would be horrendous. We have a similar situation in this
world when five people try to be in charge of the same plan who
have totally different methods and agendas.
The music system of scales and keys and chords of this third
dimensional consciousness only blends harmoniously if a very
large book of rules is followed. The rules include which chords are
harmonious together if transposed into so and so keys at this exact
moment when so and so harmonic units are in agreement with each
other. It represents a very systematic structure.
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The new Music of the Spheres allows all entities--millions of entities
with angelic consciousness to lay their breath over another breath
and another and another and another and still remain in perfect
harmonic resonance. As a matter of fact the harmonic resonance
grows more perfect and aligned into a magical, sweet resonance of
a new harmonic convergence.
As each breath is completely unique and individual, so is each
breath of consciousness an individual’s signature or identity. Each
angel, deva, elemental, fairy, entity or god has a signature, which is
their breath.
Each of these entities is known by their frequency of
consciousness--their signature in the sky. Most entities are purely
etheric, but they can translate down into visible forms if they choose
to. These high entities know each other by their light and sound or
their breath and their color of their frequency.
When these frequencies align over the top of each other, they
automatically braid and stream through etheric formulas of
alignment.
I breathe these breaths of consciousness onto recording tracks.
I can then lay ten or twenty over the top of each other on the
recording tracks until each sound becomes more magical and
glorious.
Sometimes there are moments of minor or augmented sounds-but they are still harmonious and the feeling of the frequency is
powerful and deep as if it were creating a brand new star system.
Some of the braids of consciousness align in complete sweetness
of a magical realm that is already created.
How does this new theory of music transpose into our earthly
experience? Our angelic families are re-wiring our higher
consciousness and streaming these streams of light energy into us
to create harmonious resonation between all on Earth.
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The more we become involved in this download of angelic
consciousness by allowing it to stream through our ears and into
our cellular memory, the sooner we become transformed into the
harmonious New Earth who can harmoniously co-operate with all of
our galactic families.
Shifting frequency channels is something that must be done on
a continuous schedule. Leaving the CD player on all day and all
night will allow you to create Islands of Light as you transpose your
consciousness.
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Galactic Harmonizing
Transmuting Unification
Project

Kuthumi’s Music of the Spheres Project has been renamed the
Galactic Harmonizing Transmuting Unification Project. His project
has been combined with AA Michaels’ Golden Galaxy Project, Mary
Magdalene’s Cosmic Frequency project, Mahatma’s project of
Unification of all prior Heirarchical projects, Yeshua ben Joseph’s
Rhythmic upgrade for Mother Earth and Merlin’s Transmutation
Magic.
All of these great entities are working in conjunction with the
Cosmic operators on Earth who are willing to accept the refined
program of synchronizing and attuning frequencies into the Master
Plan of the Great Cosmic Consciousness.
Those who are willing to seek nothing of greater importance than
to flow in direct union with the rhythm and the Cosmic frequency
of this grand transmutation are working in conjunction with the
Galactic Consciousness, cosmic Consciousness and orchestrate
the Omniversal Music of the Spheres.
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Those who are not willing to accept this grand refinement of their
density into the New alignment with cosmic consciousness will have
a much more difficult transmutation.
The entire geometric design of the Cosmos is alignment in order
to collapse the energetic structure of matter. This functions as a
consciousness refinement.
Imagine two sources of energy that started at one point in the
middle of a horizontal plane. The material source is spinning to the
right side and the spiritual is spinning to the left side. Both of these
sources has been spinning away from each other for millions of
years.
Those who have had their material side spin as far out as it possibly
can have created an counter balance on the spiritual side that has
been growing in equal proportions to the material side.
The more material density that Is accumulated, the faster the
spiritual will collapse into the equal proportions and the original
starting point of zero point balance is returned to. What will block
many from returning to zero point is the inability to discern the
difference between a high frequency and a low frequency.
Those who do not strive to transmute their frequencies as high as
possible to transform into Cosmic Consciousness, will never pull
the material and spiritual into zero point balance.
Many can not tell the difference between a frequency that is third
dimensional or a cosmic frequency. Those with no discernment and
no desire to raise consciousness will eventually be transmuted;
however, their path will be much more painful.
Why not just merge and melt into the magical plan? Why not
just allow the Divine plan to swallow you into the Great cosmic
Consciousness? The Cosmic Plan is not made up of multitudes of
conflicting paths. Those on a Cosmic path are willing to melt and
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blend and harmonize into the grand music of the spheres.
The state of perfection transforms the physical structure into the
vibratory frequency of your higher being, as an entity of spiritual
service. This highest frequency of consciousness allows us to
blend into oneness with the infinite. This frequency replaces the
limitations of matter with the continuous manifestation principle of
Divine Love and impersonal service.
The vibratory energetic codes that our society, culture and
evolution has planted into us must be re-dimensionized to allow
us to participate in our galactic form of being. We must become
harmonized and unified with all civilizations of the universe.
The Quantified Shadow project that has caused us to seek conflict
rather than harmony, violence rather than peace and separation
instead of union will gradually dissolve.
This shadow can only be removed by one individual at a time
choosing to transmute the light level by raising frequencies of
consciousness through a new coding and reprogramming of a new
vibrating sequence.
The spiritual operators on earth who do not know the Aquarion
spiritual evolution process will not be able to recover their original
Immortal Selfhood.
As we become familiar with the feeling of the Cosmic
Consciousness,
we will desire to align with it more and more frequently until our
desire to remain in that frequency is much greater than the desire
to remain in the third dimensional frequency.
You will find that some of the frequencies may be too difficult for
your cellular structure to absorb at this time. There are many levels
of frequencies that may be absorbed and activated to prepare the
physical structure to transmute in this higher revelation.
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Feel the breaths penetrate deeply into the cellular, atomic and
molecular structure to wake up the tiniest invisible aspects of our
selves that have been dissolved into oblivion until this time when
they may once again awaken and reappear.
Feel how the frequencies raise and merge your consciousness
into the frequency of your higher self where the limitations of matter
become replaced by the co-creative manifestation Consciousness
must be lifted above the lower frequencies in order to transmute
them into the higher realms of consciousness.
The Cosmic Mystery School is the re-orchestration of the
original tones of home of our Aquarian galaxy becoming a grand
Omniversal symphony of all of our starry brothers harmonizing and
integrating the fields of magnetic multi-centric energetic structures.
Through the continuous conscious union with angelic breaths
and the daily practice of aligning and streams each strand of an
entities consciousness into the star structures that we form our new
consciousness from and breath our Islands of Light from.
Each class in the Cosmic Mystery School creates a new grand
model, structure and design for he new consciousness to begin recreating the new golden galaxy.
Those who are the future creators of the golden galaxy and those
who are the present creators of the breaths of cosmic alignment to
create the atmosphere for the new race of immortal man will join
us in the Cosmic Mystery School. Those who want to guide their
children in the magical transformation of our new kingdom and to
learn from their golden children how to create a new world through
the atmosphere being breathed from the new golden race will join
us.
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BREATHS OF THE ANGELS

The activation of light energy from the consciousness of angels
through the consciousness of the angelic humans standing on the
earth has always been our function on Earth.
The activations that Mother Earth will be receiving from the
crystallite energies of my Co-Creative Cosmic Consciousness
team have been greatly pronounced during Spring of 2009. My
team of angels have asked me to record this energy coming in
daily and hourly. These will be the records of crystal lite energy
streaming through all of the angelic families braiding and streaming
their wonderful frequencies of light into a brand new Cosmic
Orchestration.
The energies are melting the seals in the Pineal and Amygdala
glands. These Crystal Light Energies of activation are being
recorded on our new Manifestation CD. I am now experiencing the
effects of this activation. It feels like being inside of a powerline-only microscopic. The electromagnetic fields are infinite and yet
TINY at the same time. It feels like tiny little microscopic power
lines running through my head and connecting me directly into the
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energy fields of the infinite spheres.
The angels invited me to perform this activation during each of the
great waves of light. These high frequency days were recorded on
the Cosmic Waves Files- Ultra Violet Blue Sun, Rod and the Staff,
Merlin’s Magic, Dance to the Stars, Crystal River Flow.
I was directed to be in the Carmel area at the time of receiving
these frequency wave files. The reason for this location was
because Mary Magdalene and Jesus often traveled from the
fisherman village of Magdal to the underwater cities of light in the
Carmel area. We were directed to return to this underwater cities of
light as we recorded the waves of light energy coming in. We also
photographed these cosmic wave files that were streamed in front
of our eyes from our Condo on the Monterey Bay.
We spent every minute on this activation of these Cosmic Wave
Files with our Oraphim Dolphin family. We had several visits from
our Dolphin, Orca and Seal family while we were recording. We
were even given the opportunity to watch our Dolphin family ascend
into the Aquafarian realm and connect the realms of the underwater
cities of Aquafaria to the new Aquafaria in the Cloud Cities.
While we were in the Carmel area feeling the wonderful energies
of the crystals activating from the crystal cities, we often wondered
why these other people were off flying around to strange
geographical locations when all they need to do is listen to our
Cosmic Wave Files and they can be in the perfect geometric angle
to any location on Earth. The Cosmic Wave Files contain the sacred
geometry. This is activated through the breaths of the angels.
What is needed for individual ascension at this time is for
individuals to focus on their own template of light and how it aligns
into the signatures of their angelic family who are making their
cosmic consciousness available to those who transmute their
frequencies into alignment with the highest. And they need to take
the responsibility to feel and realize and activate those resonations
23
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through their own consciousness. They do need to participate in the
global activations through consciousness. The cellular structure of
our bodies contain the sacred geometry that knows the navigational
tools and how they align from Cosmic Consciousness and braid
and stream through the grids of Mother Earth into her Heart and
into her Soul. This intuition that these geographical location gurus
utilize is the natural process of the cellular memory awakening. This
doesn’t mean you have to travel to Peru or Spain or Hawaii to be a
part of the activation process.
The center of the activation is right here in our crystal heartsunder the thymus area, near the back bone, in our breaths of
consciousness, in our alignment through our third eye movie
projector, in our alignment through Mother Earth’s Heart and
Soul. I work on Mary Magdalene’s team and Zorak’s crytstallite
team to oscillate these streams of Crystal light energy of the
angelic consciousness and breathe them onto a Cosmic Wave
File. These Cosmic Wave files contain the sacred geometry, the
crystal light energy, the octaves, the codes and the keys that
harmonically and synergistically activate the splendor of the music
of the spheres that will bring a much more refined angelic tone to
the islands of light that each of us creates around us. The Islands
of Light will be created at any place there is a person who has
connected their Consciousness into the light streams of all of the
angelic consciousness connected to their family of consciousness
through the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES. This Frequency alignment
connects the ALL to the ALL. It connects every spark of Source to
every other spark of Source. It connects us through the STARGATE
of Ursa Major into the Milky Way Galaxy which connects us into the
Spiritual Essence of our Aquarius Galaxy. The Music of the Spheres
can be heard and felt. It feels like becoming One in the Allness of
the Vast Forever.
The understanding of the etheric, Cosmic sacred geometry has
been lowered into a density that seems to be understood by those
on the earthly plane. The octahedron energies are the energies
created by the octaves of consciousness of the Cosmic Angels
streaming and braiding their high frequency signatures through
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those standing on Earth who are keyed into the energetic structures
of crystallite in the Soul of Mother Earth. The Oraphim Angels
hold the chords of light to stream through and resonate like sonar
beaming from within the Earth’s core and out into spheres of light
energy around Mother Earth. The Seraphim Angels have always
assisted Serapis Bey on these Ascension Projects by beaming their
highly original streaming signatures through to weave melodies of
light. The Elohim Angels bring the Crystal Dust energy of Divine
Healing through the very fine etheric strands of consciousness to
blend in the finest harmony all of this light energy of ascension.
DNA activation occurs as the breaths of angelic consciousness
enter into the crystal cells of our bodies. The angelic breaths are the
Cosmic Rays of light and sound sent from the highest frequencies
of God. Crystalai was given the formulas of sacred geometry to
oscillate crystalline energy from the Cosmic Consciousness of the
Co-Creative Angels in the fifteenth dimension. She was sent by
Zadkiel’s co-creative team to Earth for the mission of bringing the
highest frequencies to Earth through music. Lady Mary, Raphael,
AA Michael, the Melchizedeks, and St Germain were present at
the original initiation of this mission. Other initiations included the
Elohim Angels, Seraphim Angels, Serapis Bey, Goddess Hathor,
Merlin, Kuthumi and Mary Magdalene.
These entities stood before me and created a golden pillar in my
left ear to connect me to the highest frequencies of the Elohim
Angels. They called forth three Knights who kneeled before me and
handed me three spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and crystal
gel. They taught me how to connect my consciousness through
oscillation into the highest realm as they provide the orchestration
of the streaming consciousness portals, and they arranged
agreements with all Angels in the Cosmos to offer their breath for
this creation. Each time I am directed to record, five to fifty new
angels who up and sometimes stream melodies, sometimes words
and sometimes breaths.
The more we connect our consciousness into these light streams,
which are the breaths of angels, the more we become attuned to
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the ascension through the music of the spheres. Our entire cellular
structure is aligned into the cosmic streams of consciousness that
unite us with the movie screen of co-creation. The co-creators on
the fifteenth dimension are streaming their magical movies into
Earth waiting for those who are in tune to turn on their channel.
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BREATHS OF HEAVEN

Listening to Cosmic Wave Files aligns the listener’s consciousness
into the streams of Angelic Consciousness who have breathed
their signatures into the microphone. These signatures are the
keys, codes, harmonic convergence, vortices of the music of the
spheres weaving the firmament of our family of consciousness
from the Cosmic, Christic and Galactic realms. These strands of
angelic consciousness and light energy prepare the kingdom of
heaven for us as they breathe their consciousness one strand at a
time into a benevolent vortex which allows us to weave our islands
of light into and through the higher realms. We each create our
individual alignment into these magical melodies of consciousness.
Our dolphin family said, “when you completely resonate with our
consciousness, we can create our new melodies of Love together
into a new harmonic grand symphony.”
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Cosmic Wave Files are created through the process of using
the sacred geometry that aligns the keys and codes of all of the
crystalline, galactic, cosmic and liquid light energies to stream and
braid down into our consciousness. The sacred geometry is actually
created from the breaths of Cosmic Angels and Higher Entities
from the Christic and Galactic Realms weaving and braiding their
signatures, which means their breaths of consciousness.
As the Consciousness is opened as a receiver through the
oscillation of light streams up to meet and unite with these streams
of light signatures, the breaths of angels stream together into new
orchestrations, melodies and symphonies of light.
This is what is known as the music of the spheres. In our Mystery
Schools, Kuthumi’s favorite subject has always been the Music of
the Spheres. We have been students and teachers in Kuthumi’s
Mystery Schools for several eons.
This time we are being taught how to become the producers of
this Light and Sound from the Cosmic Realm. The former schools
focused on the sacred geometry. This is like teaching the music
theory that explains what Mozart did to create his sonatas.
Just as modern musicians often improvise music as they listen
inwardly to the harmonics streaming through their minds, the music
of the spheres is now coming to Earth as the streams of angelic
consciousness offering individual signatures of consciousness to be
braided in the harmonic convergence that transposes our keys into
the tone of home.
In Music Theory, the 5th contains the feeling of completion into a
higher tone of home where there is no disturbances of a discordant
key. In the Music of the Spheres, the same reality of harmonic
convergence exists. However, the breaths of angels are refined,
pure, sweet and yet completely individual. Each of these millions of
signatures may be braided into the magical cosmic waves to create
new melodies in the music of the spheres.
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We weave and braid harmonious breaths of consciousness of
the fifteenth dimension into and through the eighth dimension,
along with layers of twelfth dimension, fourteenth dimension and
hundreds of layers of these etheric breaths that are almost not
audible to the ear.
Even though we weave the breaths of consciousness from many
dimensions, they still resolve into the fifth tone of the music of the
spheres. The fifth can be viewed as the fifth sphere of the entire
Cosmos or as the fifth of the Solar which was one of our homes of
consciousness. To an angel’s consciousness, we are all their home,
their family, their grandest creation. All of those one the co-creative
realm of my family of consciousness are overjoyed to see all of their
families of consciousness singing together on these grand Cosmic
Files.
Each of these Magical Creations that is woven through Crystalai’s
Breath of Consciousness inhaling the Crystalite energy that
streams the movie projector and audio files from the cosmic Sound
Room into the Crystal Spheres of Crystal Light Energy, Crystal dust
Energy and Crystal Gel Light Energy.
These are the magnetic spheres that prepare an etheric
microphone that captures the light and sound of the Cosmic Wave
Fields or Breaths of Angels.
Finally, the Ashtar Command directs the final production of these
breaths as they align the layers of breaths in various ways that
completely interconnect harmoniously.
This is the true Magic of millions of galactic cultures and entities
braiding and weaving their consciousness into harmonious union
of the grandest, most magical and harmonious symphonies where
there is no disagreement, no competition, no discord. All of the
signatures of consciousness align in sweet harmony.
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The breaths of Angels that are channeled to Crystalai’s breath to
record and produce through the presence of Ashtar’s technology
will provide the formulas for the preservation of the new Light
Energy of the Music of the Spheres that will transform Mother Earth
into a Star.
We combined the breaths of Mother God, Father God, Divine Love,
Uriel, Shajinka, Cinderella into Merlin’s powerful magical breaths
of Consciousness for you to experience this magical realm of
consciousness.
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CREATING OUR RAINBOW
WORLD OF FREQUENCIES

We are each a Rainbow of Frequencies. Our identity --our essence
is a specific frequency created out of the rainbow of sounds that our
individual essence or breath consciousness will now resonate with,
and our angelic consciousness will blow the trumpet of sounding
through all of the music of the spheres into one grand tone of home.
We each have a sound-- a color-- a fragrance--a rainbow. When we
breathe the frequencies of angelic consciousness, we remember
who we are.
Our angelic breath wave files will help you with clairvoyancy if you
stay in the highest frequencies. The angels wove the tapestry of
these frequencies to allow those who want to match their resonance to be able to. It does require long term listening and concentration and breathing along with the breaths recorded. The angels
are actually communicating through the breaths; when we get on
their wave station through their breaths of consciousness, we become clairvoyant. They are already trying their hardest to communicate, but they will never lower their frequencies to ours--we must
raise our frequencies to theirs.
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MOTHER EARTH
BECOMES A STAR

Many of us have heard of the Music of the Spheres and the lost
chord. The music of the spheres is the harmonic convergence of all
spheres back into their tone of home, the alignment and oneness
of all families of consciousness. As we completely wrap our Earth’s
Matrix into this Crystal Star Sphere of White Light Energy, we pull
the entire Earth into her StarSELF. These were the missions that I
signed up for before I came to Earth. Now is the time for completing
what I came to Earth for.
The meaning of the lost chord was revealed to me yesterday. My
Cosmic Team has been sending me bits and pieces of the puzzle
my entire life to prepare me for this moment. The last piece of
the puzzle is this: 8-8-8 or 12-12. Both of these sets adds up to
24. Zaurak’s Star System is the 24. Zaurak is my starry brother.
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I was created from the same creation team as Mary Magdalene.
As we resonate our frequencies back up into the 8th dimension
of our Golden Galaxy and then 8 dimensions beyond we find our
selves outside of Earth’s Matrix. The 16th is the Oneness station
where we connect completely with Source and then 8 more steps
up put us in the Star System of Yaway’s complete return into
white light perfection. If we go up the stairway of 12 steps into the
Christ Consciousness sphere and then 12 more into Zaurak’s Star
system, we have the perfect twins of the complete music of the
spheres. This is the jazzed up version for those who want the fast
ascension through the Andromeda passage.
This Earth matrix has been a healing station. The next station up is
a Source Station- we could call it the 16th dimension. The Cosmic
team doesn’t use these terms, however the sacred geometry
contains the meaning. As we lift our frequencies 8 sets higher, we
find ourselves in Zauraks’s perfect Star System. This system is
the Lost Chord. My mission on Earth is to bring these frequencies
from this Star System into the Earth’s Core and stream Zaurak’s
frequencies through my consciousness, which is the portal to this
star system. Each system is a Sphere. The music of the spheres
is the harmonic convergence of all spheres back into their tone of
home, the alignment and oneness of all families of consciousness.
As we completely wrap our Earth’s Matrix into this Crystal Star
Sphere of White Light Energy, we pull the entire Earth into her
StarDome.
We will create the Island of Light for Zaurak’s Star System to
resonate and glow through our bodies and through the Earth’s
body. If anyone would like to join us, the sacred geometry was
placed in our Music CD’s that was aligned through the angelic
consciousness of the 8th, 12th, Cosmic 13-15, Source and Zaurak,
as well as all of my family, which is Zaurak’s family-Shajinka,
Cinderella, Tinker Bell, Winefred and Ziegfried-- our family of Orcas,
Dolphins and Whales.
Each Musical Creation that the Angels performed with me this year
was about one specific alignment of the music of the spheres.
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Each week of 2008 had a specific alignment. The Months of May
through June were extremely active frequency shift months. The
frequencies of Ultra Violet Blue Sun was recorded as I witnessed
this event. the frequencies of the Rod and the Staff realigning and
streaming upward and outward like butterfly wings was witnessed
and recorded. The high frequency days of Sun Vesta streaming
her liquid light through. The day of 8/8 which was the completion
of the Earth’s matrix merging into the Cosmic sphere can be heard
on Merlin’s Magic CD. The completion of the 8/8/8 can be heard
on the DANCE TO THE STARS CD. The ULTRA VIOLET BLUE
SUN is that title and the Rod and the Staff is that title. The Music of
the Spheres and the Collection of Super Frequencies contain the
complete historic account of the Music of the Spheres transforming
in 2008. The final harmonic convergence into our lost chord the
third chord is Zaurak’s Star System. This is the beginning of Earth
becoming a Star.
Each of these CD’s was directed to me by a different group
of Entities, a different set of Cosmic Consciousness Breath,
sometimes interwoven through different star systems, some from
the Galactic, Christic, Co-Creative team, including Yaway, Anwa,
Divine Love, Mother God, Raphael, Uriel, Mary, Mary and Mary,
and thousands of others on each CD. Each Entity is known by their
Frequency in all other realms beyond the third dimension. Their
breath of consciousness is their frequency. Each of these Entities
streams their Breath into mine for these recordings. It is their breath
of light energy that is aligning us into the Music of the spheres of
the new Harmonic Convergence into a Star System.
Mother Earth is now asking us all to merge our consciousness into
the Music of the Spheres to raise all frequencies into the highest.
As we fill our consciousness with the light energy channeled from
the breaths of angels in each of the realms of the spheres, we lift
ourselves and all of Earth into these higher realms.
The REAL power of ascension lies in the DOLPHINS,ORCAS,
WHALES, and all FISH PEOPLE on Earth. The Dolphonoid Race
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from Sirius B are here on Earth creating the Islands of Light for us
to move into. aDolphino and I are the Fish People. Just as Mary
Magdalene and Jesus were Fish People. We are the fish people
who travel into the UnderWater Crystal Cities and create light
streams of light and sound. Each strand of cosmic light energy is
carefully woven through all consciousness on millions of levels. It is
a very complicated, complex process of perfecting the harpstrings
of our consciousness through the breaths of consciousness of all of
the Cosmic Angels.
The great architects – the great alchemists in the sky – have
always used the science of the keys, the harmonic convergence,
the vibrational alignment to create cities, planets, galaxies and the
entire cosmos. The science taught in all Mystery Schools was the
Music of the Spheres. This science is entirely based on
frequency and the alignment of crystalline forms of crystal dust,
crystal gel and crystal light through the energy of light, which is
frequency.
All Ascended Masters have ascended because they learned to
raise their frequencies into the rhythm of the spheres, into the
crystal cells that are the reality of what we are made of.
Those who raise their frequency by aligning consciousness into
the highest etheric realms become guided like sonar waves into
proper alignment with the spheres. There are five spheres on this
matrix. There are three dimensions in each sphere. We are already
in the second sphere of dimension four, five and six. The energy of
the fifth and sixth dimensions has been available to us since May.
The energy of the twelfth has been ours since June. Mother Earth
completed her Ascension out of the fifteenth dimensional matrix in
August. So, actually, many ascensions have already taken place.
However, the true ascension is the ascension into the Star System
of the 24th realm- Zorak’s star system. 8 systems beyond the 16
is the star system that will fully merge Mother Earth into her Star
Self. She must align into to the Frequencies of the Star System.
The frequencies of Zorak’s Star System is being used to create our
Island of Light from.
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That energy only becomes available to those who raise their
frequencies to those dimensions- to the crystalline wave bands
of that sphere. The third dimensional mind was trained to lower
frequencies into this density for several eons.The sacred geometry
can also become densified when the observer bases his sound that
makes up the crystal light and gelaizic forms of creation.
The music theory was also a densified control system that did not
allow expansion out of this one key world. This octave of reality was
frozen. The chord to align this sphere with all of the spheres of this
universe, solar system and galaxy will now be returned to earth with
a new understanding of the frequencies of the individual and the
frequencies of music that pull our minds out of the frozen chords of
density consciousness. The Music of the Spheres is the subject that
is taught at the COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL of the OMNIVERSE.
We are being given all of the building blocks of creation – Crystal
– Light and Energy. The Sound and Light of all creation. The Music
of the Spheres to build the New Earth, to unite all spheres of this
matrix and to expand Universe upon Universe, upon Universe to
unite into the Co-Creation of the Divine Mind of each individual and
into the Oneness of the Golden Galaxy, and then we will all watch
Mother Earth become a Star.
We were directed to live in Monterey in 2008 by Lord Zaurak – the
keeper of the Island of Light being formed for Northern California.
Monterey was the first point of this sacred geometry of the Islands
of Light. It was completed in August. Zaurak is the creator and the
keeper of the Star System 8 universes beyond the Earth’s Matrix-the 24th realm. This is the third octave or the lost chord. Zaurak is
in charge of creating and moving this island and all islands into his
star system, which will be the new Star Earth. Now that we have
been working on this Island of Light Project for a year, I was given a
new broader understanding of the process of this sacred geometry
and the music of the spheres. My frequencies and understanding
grow by the minute now that my complete merge into my complete
Cosmic Family and my Star Family has been ignited.
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CREATING ISLANDS OF LIGHT

The Music of the Spheres is the sacred geometry of our intuition,
our words, our minds, aligning with, raising into, transmuting into
new chordal structures, new keys to the kingdom, new harmonic
convergence into higher realms, and a new tone of home where we
feel the harmony, the perfect alignment of our consciousness when
it finds the place that it wants to reside.
The breaths are the angels streaming their identity, which
is their level of frequencies. Ascensionis simply realigning
our consciousness to resonate in perfect oneness with their
consciousness. This resonation allows transmutation of our
frequencies into a higher key. Each time we create a new harmonic
convergence into a new key, we get lifted a little higher into our
ascension.
The feeling of the frequencies rising is a glorious feeling. It is a
feeling of a little bit more freedom each time it happens. It is a
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freeing from the present world. It is a freeing from the present
control system. It is a freeing from the present beliefs in mortality,
death and sickness. It is a freeing from all gravitational pulls. It is a
feeling of walking above all that is on the earth.
The more often we raise our frequencies into alignment with the
full Cosmic Frequency structure, the more often we have complete
fluent communication channels. It is these communication channels
that will give us the direction needed to rise above all that is in our
present reality system. It will be the continuous guidance from our
angelic families that guides us in creating our Islands of Light.
If the Islands of Light must be created by those who are FLUENT IN
THE LANGUAGE OF THE ANGELS. Otherwise, their Island will just
turn out to be another New York City. The angels have no interest
in creating another New York City. We are raising our frequencies
to the point of remembering how to create or next Atlantis- our
next city of lights that reflects exactly the frequencies of the cities
of light in inner Earth, the cloud cities and Aquafaria. We must
create our own Aquafaira on Earth. Of course, it will be the angels
guiding and directing us continuously in doing this. We may stay in
Aquafaria on Earth 24 hours a day by raising our frequencies into
their Consciousness 24 hours a day. This is Ascension.
Ascension is also the transformation of bodies into a new silica
based form that is much more etheric than the carbon based form.
We have already had our bodies transformed. This transformation
took place between June 2007 and December 2008. Many of us
experienced this grand transformation through a great deal of pain,
continuous changing of diets, many back aches, head aches, and a
lot of wobbling in the inner cellular areas and in the tail bone. All of
this wobbling and shaking that went on in our bodies and in Mother
Earth’s body was the transformation from a structure of density that
was weaving inward into itself instead of weaving outward into the
alignment and transmutation into the music of the spheres.
Now we are weaving outwardly, we are freed from our cocoons
and we can fly like a butterfly into the Oneness with the Cosmic
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Angels of our creation. We can co-create with the creation team
when our minds have aligned into complete Oneness with all of
our higher selves. This is the completion of the Divine Plan. Those
who desire to be one with this plan may now begin to create their
Islands of Light. How do we know if we are ready. When we are in
at one ment, our breaths will manifest our dreams. This will begin
to happen when we have completely raised our frequencies and
aligned our frequencies into harmonic convergence with the breaths
of the angels.
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STARBURST FREQUENCIES

The dove will be returned to earth. The dove represents the cosmic
vibrations from Ursa Major. These starburst frequencies will pour
over Earth the celestial springs from Ursa Major. This is the
descent of the Holy Spirit. This cosmic light energy can de-calcify
the pineal so that it can light our lamps by releasing the oils from
our pineal into our body. The seven stars of Ursa Major contain
the crystal light energy that aligns our seven points or charkas into
alignment with our spiritual self. This will be the beginning of uniting
with our ultra-terrestrial self-our multi-dimensional self-our Cosmic
Self.
These stardust frequencies can awaken the dormant DNA to
awaken into a new genetic human form who will be free to manifest
and live in immortality. These frequencies will only align into those
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who raise their frequencies into them. Frequencies never lower
themselves to reach down and pull one up. We all must raise our
own frequencies and then we will merge and transmute our lower
frequencies into the highest.
Crystal light streaming into the pineal releases the flow of the oils of
creation that stream from the minds of the immortal ones. This tone
vibrates the key center in the brain between the temples. It streams
of liquid light energy pouring into the brain between the temples.
Crystal light energy is awakening the pineal gland to connect with
the original point of creation. This point is the medulla obloganta.
The reality that exists deep inside of the seed atom of the m.o. is
the original paternal creation of our perfect selves in the deep liquid
light seed atom of our eternal memory.
Transposing our Standing Wave Patterns into the reality where
there is no gravitational pull. This is the standing wave pattern
that connected Mary’s fish tower of Magdal down into the liquid
light aqua chambers into the underwater cities of light where the
Blue Dolphinoid’s from Sirius B reside in the form of the Cetacean.
Connecting their standing wave patterns of our original perfect self
through the portal of light created in the magical consciousness of
Mary Magdalene.
Immortality-Spinning through the wormhole into the Milky Way Zero G Aligning
music of the spheres
Complete Immortality Template aligns body into the light streams
of original immortal man. Instant manifestation is available
through the act of focus, streaming idea or desire from co-creative
consciousness into the pineal and breathing out the creation onto
the stardust frequency created in the island of light chamber.
The return to the tone of home- the kingdom of heaven, the fifth
dimensional frequency.
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The Irradescent Body completely penetrates the physical body as
it is immersed in the liquid light of mother earth’s womb. The true
light of zero point energy is restored -- the immortality template is
complete. This is the most powerful frequency from the Milky Way.

Crystal light energy sends Cosmic Rays through the crown chakra
to the medulla obloganta to awaken the point of our original self of
our true immortality and to weave us into to the movie camera of
the fifteenth dimension’s co-creative team.
The co-creation mp3 will pull the listener’s frequencies to the level
needed for this transformation to begin. The three knights explained
to me that the crystal spheres contained the key to unlocking
heaven, the tone of home, and the harmonic convergence that
translates us into the kingdom of heaven.
This was the formula that I was given for bringing the highest
frequencies to earth through music. I later learned that I was being
reminded to create the Music of the Spheres teachings that I had
done so well with Kuthumi many times before on this Earth.
The key to unlock mystical secrets of enlightenment. This key is
a vibratory tool that allows the brain to secrete liquid light energy
through the body. This liquid light is the key that unlocks the
diamond doorway to the Future Self. It is the future self that is
already lined with the irradescence of rainbow light of the fourteenth
dimension, the white light of Source Consciousness, the golden
star dust of the Milky Way and Ursa Major and through the Oraphim
Dolphins Sonar Communication.
This key raises the frequencies to vibrate at the speed of light-- the
nano cycles per second required to oscillate consciousness into the
Cosmic Realm of Light.
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The key is activated to unlock the liquid light secretions from the
brain as the listener listens to this co-creation cosmic wave file.
Feel the light energy streaming from the Cosmic Realm of the
magic kingdom of our co-creative team. Feel the crystal light energy
streaming down to pour in flood tides of Cosmic Light to activate the
key in the pineal gland.

MANIFEST
The Templar’s secret that gave them the ultimate financial power
was the secret of the kingdom of heaven on earth. This secret was
in the brain. The glands in the brain had the ability to produce the
tonic of immortality through the vibration of the tone of home.
The elixir of life is the Cosmic Brain Substance. The oils, perfumes
and tonics spoken of in the bible all referred to this magical cosmic
dust that cannot be purchased in any store except our website.
Introduction
The Knights of the Templar handed me the magical chemistry of
light to create this oil of eternal life. They handed me the crystal
gel of transmutation, the crystal dust of instant healing, the crystal
light movie projector that streams the movie camera from the cocreator’s magical movie screen.
Lady Mary, Zadkiel, Raphael and the three knights guided me to
inhale these spheres of light into my head, then they hooked up my
sonar satellite through the golden pillar in my left ear, which they
connected to the Elohim of Hearing. Next they told me to stream
Crystal Light Energy from Cosmic Consciousness into the Spheres.
Next, they told me to hold these three spheres of stardust energy
in my hands and to exhale this magical angel consciousness that
had been funneled through my breath from the angel’s breath of
consciousness.
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This was a teaching and a formula that took me over a year to
completely understand and utilize.
The more I used it and recorded the angelic frequencies, the more
I realized that they were teaching me how to create the kingdom of
heaven on Earth.
The Kingdom of Heaven Is created by aligning our frequencies of
consciousness into all of the signatures of light energies streaming
down from our Cosmic Families. As the energies intersect, they
create vortices. These vortices are keys.
I aligned track over track of these angelic breaths and intersected
them into vortices. Next, I laid the vortices over each other.
Each frequency was oscillated at nano seconds--the speed of light
from four universes away. We overlaid hundreds of these streams
of nano technology to create the Cosmic Etheric 200 million nano
rate of spin.
This nano technology cannot be created through present
technology. It was the presence of the Ahstar Commands Light
Pannel in their space ship that allowed us to complete this project.
The nano technology came directly from the Crystalai Council of the
Co-Creative Realm.
The new golden race will embody these secrets that the three
knights gave to me. The essence that will be breathed through the
consciousness of the enlightened race will exhale the new light
of co-creation. This magical essence will be breathed upon the
stardust atmosphere that is created by the new consciousness.
The only way for this Cosmic Consciousness to begin to appear
on Earth is through listening to these angelic breaths that are recorded on the Cosmic Wave files--absorb the frequencies into
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the pineal, the amygdala, the medulla obloganta- the point of our
original selfhood at the base of the skull.
Allow this liquid light to pour through the crystal lava flows of the
blood veins and into the bones- the soul’s foundation--through
the lungs- the breath of life, through the crystal heart- the point of
oneness with Source, and the skin--our divine essence of our divine
template.
Feel the irradescent energies from the fourteenth dimension and
the co-creators magical creativity re-structuring your body.
It is the key that unlocks the door to the higher knowledge of the
gods. It allows the listener to align into Oneness with their higher
self--the god self, through the Source of Oneness.
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MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

There is a sliding scale system of polarity- a little positive and a little
negative, just like in music, this blends into perfect harmony. Just as
music contains minor and major scales with a few diminished tones
woven to create tension and release, the law of harmony through
conflict is simply the music of the spheres igniting the spheres of
the galaxy to merge into the spheres of the universe and to spark,
ignite and merge into the spheres of the planets. Each time there
is a spark, an ignition and a flame to grow brighter and brighter.
This is how a planet becomes a star. This is what the Earth will be
moving toward as it is being taken out of this mutated system,
and returned back into it’s Divine Right Place of what has been
called Tara, Gaia, and various other levels of higher selves.
The Law of polarity in every situation you can go totally major—
positive, or totally in a minor key, or a little diminished that causes
most to want to resolve back into a major key.
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Too much sweet major keys makes the ear want to ear a little
variety of a few notes traveling into a relative minor key that is
totally related to the major key- they are in the same family- in a
way that causes no tension what so ever because they are
related through harmonic frequencies.
The highest frequencies of dimensions beyond the third dimension
are not represented on our keyboard or on any three dimensional
instruments. These frequencies can only be recorded through
consciousness and then brought down into the feelings created by
listening to the music. But these feelings must be connected to the
highest. Present forms of feelings are connected to the three lower
bodies of passion, sorrow, tears, anger, control, romance.
Feeling of higher dimensions are frequency of light fields dancing
in joy as they pull in more and more frequencies of light aligning
stronger and stronger into all of the light of oneness.
Spiritual geometry or the mathematical formulas of creation are all
the measurements of frequency. All creation is a unique frequency.
The frequency of light is zero point. This is the highest frequency.
All other frequencies are lower than zero point, some much, much
lower. Each point of differentiation between the light of
Zero point energy and level of vibration is one is presently
oscillating at is that individuals frequency. The third dimension is
a lower frequency than the fifth dimension. Each being in the third
dimension is also a different frequency. So all spiritual geometry is
measuring the distance between one’s frequency of oscillation
of consciousness and Zero point. The higher ones frequency is, the
closer they are to zero point.—light.
This is how everything in the universe is made. If there was no
music there would be no world.
Breathe-every breath is Divine Mind Consciousness creating new
realities through the power of manifestation.
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The more the old paradigms of thought are held on to, the more
difficult it is to rise into the Future Paradigms where there is no
polarization, no duality, only oneness, unity consciousness and free
will. This site is dedicated to making sure all who want to remember
who they really are.
We are being guided step by step by the most profound masters
and angels of healing, Love Wisdom on the Cosmic Level to
prepare for the entire course of Ascension into a Star.
The original divine blueprint has frequencies that must be matched
by the frequencies of those who want to join her. Each individual
must raise their frequencies to those of that Blueprint that they wish
to live in.
The host field will allow thousands of levels of densities to exist
simultaneously without any of the mutations from this present
density Earth. The places that hold the highest frequencies on earth
will be the ones that are seen manifest in those fields of the New
Earth. The lower frequencies will not be manifest in those fields.
The New Earth that some know as Ursa or Gaia or Tara, will soon
become a star within a Golden Galaxy of Golden Dust Perfection of
the original Divine Blue Print of God’s Reality.
To prepare for this grand event, each person must continue to raise
their frequencies higher and higher into the filed of a Light Body.
The light body of our temple allows us to become a star.
The places that hold the frequencies are INDIVIDUALS and the
PLACE they stand on is HOLY GROUND Those who are collecting
crystals to make their real estate raise frequencies are no longer
the places required in this PRESENT TIME LINE. EXPANDED
CONSCIOUSNESS IS NEEDED- NOT REAL ESTATE. OUR REAL
ESTATE THAT IS RISING IN VALUE IS OUR CONSCIOUSNESS.
WHEN OUR CONSCIOUSNESS connects to the highest frequency
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we can create mansions with each exhale and co-create galaxies
with each in-breath.
The rhythm of the universe is the in-breath and the out-breath of
God Light Vibration. The spheres ignite, spark and flame into higher
and higher frequencies that unite and expand into the unity of the
light around them. This is how a vortex is created on any level
between the light body and the new galaxy.
Many are limiting their understanding of places to physical
manifestation. Such as Colorado Plateau, Mt. Shasta, sacred sites
that have held the frequencies of this present time for thousands
of years. However, we are in a New Presences Now. That phase is
complete. There were also some Churches that held the presence
needed for the Age of Aquarius for the past 100 years, White Magic
held a place for the last 100 years, New Age Music held a place for
the past decade. All of these Frequencies of that Presence were
needed during that Time Line.
This is a new Time Line. This is the Cosmic Time Line. This is the
Unity Time Line. This is the time of Zero Point of the Physical and
Spiritual Bodies and Earth Bodies.
Our mission now is to activate our Christ Star Body through the
angular rotation of particle spin. This is done by the constant
running of frequencies from every dimension and aligning with
frequencies of angels on all of these dimensions, aligning with our
Starry families and aligning with our Spiritual Body which waits for
us in the Earth’s Core. I am Crystalai of the Crystal Core Domain. I
am here to reactivate the magic of the crystal liquid light energies in
my body and to lead all others on Earth in this activation.
As we activate our Spirit Bodies to merge back into oneness with
our Physical Bodies we reconnect with our past selves and all of
the history of the past.These records hold the complete mapping
of particle spin rotation to allow us to pop back into the REALITY
FIELD THAT WE CAME FROM. We can now slide into the reality
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system of Aquafaria where our perfect selfhood waits for us. This
matrix has held a shield over our eyes that wouldn’t allow us to
merge with our perfect selfhood. Now that shield is removed.
Urtha is a star and has a biosphere inhabited by various races.
Urtha is the star self or the spiritual self of Earth. We each have a
spiritual self and we must now connect fully with that self in order
to merge into the memory of our perfect selfhood. We will become
stars just like the planets become stars. We are the star seeds that
can no return to our stardom.
The seedings of the Aquafarion bloodlines on Earth opened the
gates between Earth and Urtha. We made these gates. This
is why we must be the first to pass through these gates. There
were originally 11,000 angelic cloister humans brought to Urtha in
Couples. These couples-- our parents have waited patiently
for thousands of years to meet their children once again.
I glide up to Aquafaria every day to visit my mother and my family
in Aquafaria. My mother is a Dolphinoid Mermaid. I created the
Dolphin Magic CD as a channeling from my Aquafarion mother.
Each time I channel my Aquafarion mother there are so many tears
pouring through expressing the long waiting for this time to finally
come. I dedicate every minute of every day to my angular rotation
of particle spin that will allow me to fully merge with my original
Aquari Matrix. When I complete this I will be able to lead all other
Aquafarions home and then we will guide the rest of the Earth back
to their reality out of this unreality system.
There has been so much light shed by all of the workers on earth
and in heaven that all of the plans have changed. Recently the
entities with lower frequencies have begun to melt into the higher
frequencies. The continued bombardment of high frequency will
remove the ability of the lower frequencies to block the doors of
inner earth portals. The raising of the lowered frequencies will
assist us in opening 3D portals that will allow our frequencies to
meld into and raise into the 5D frequencies of the city of light.
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All three realms of the light in the earth – the light on the earth and
the light above the earth – the new earth, will unite as one in our
harmonic convergence. These are the three chords- the lost chord
of the third octave is now beginning its completion.
This is what is meant by there will be Islands for us to move in to.
This is only one very small aspect of what is going on. We have
been directed to find a place where our students of OMNIVERSAL
MYSTERY SCHOOL will both learn to raise their frequencies to
propel the raising and melding of these three light structures, but
then to continue in the learning of the Music of the Spheres to be
the creators of the New Earth as we learn with the great architects
who built Atlantis.
Just as most eyes could not perceive of our atmosphere becoming
hydrolaise over the past three months, most eyes will not be able
to see the new Island of Light being creating through our portal
in Monterey. Those attending the Cosmic Mystery School of the
Omniverse will be watching the Island of Light be created and they
will be helping to create it.
.
We will be living with and being guided by the great alchemists
in the sky and the architects who originally built Atlantis. Those
architects included aDolphino, Kuthumi, Merlin, Lacodemus,
Taurak, Metatron, Mahatma and Zaurak. We will all be together
once again. Those are the entities interested in architecture and
education. Crystalai will be working with music of healing with
Raphael, Mary, Hathor Goddess of Music and Beauty, Zadkiel and
his little creative entities of light and the Elohim of Hearing to bring
together the creation of light and sound with crystal light energy.
These are the principles of creation that will be unfolded as the
school appears.
We were shown this Island of Light being built and we were told to
find a home with a window that has the perfect view of this new City
of Lights, because we will be the architects. We were told to find the
ideal place of learning for the students to be totally absorbed in the
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frequencies and meditations and alignment of light and sound . We
were told that the students must have a place to walk out
in forests or on the beach as they listen to music. We were told it
must be the ideal learning environment.
Our team also told us that it would be they who direct the students
to appear to us. We will not be doing the selection. The students will
be those who are directed by our team of angels. There are many
who have been able to project themselves into other dimensions,
and some have seemed to have stayed there, and some have
ascended.
The great architects – the great alchemists in the sky – have
always used the science of the keys, the harmonic convergence,
the vibrational alignment to create cities, planets, galaxies and the
entire cosmos. The science taught in all Mystery Schools was the
Music of the Spheres. This science is entirely based on frequency
and the alignment of crystalline forms of crystal dust, crystal gel and
crystal light through the energy of light, which is frequency.
All Ascended Masters have ascended because they learned to
raise their frequencies into the rhythm of the spheres, into the
crystal cells that are the reality of what we are made of.
Those who raise their frequency by aligning consciousness into the
highest etheric realms become guided like sonar waves into proper
alignment with the spheres. There are five spheres on this matrix.
There are three dimensions in each sphere. We are already in the
second sphere of dimension four, five and six. The energy of the
fifth and sixth dimensions is ours now.
That energy only becomes available to those who raise their
frequencies to those dimensions- to the crystalline wave bands
of that sphere. The reason so many got trapped in hybernization
during astral travel is the same reason so few have awakened to
the reality around them. The third dimensional mind was trained to
lower frequencies into this density for several eons.
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Everything in this education, society, religion and especially music
system is based on lowering frequencies. You see, we are actually
one of the hybernization zones that are being held prisoner and
having our energy sucked out of us.
The controllers of the third dimension who created this frozen zone
so they could suck our energy out, created a system of science and
a system of music that would never allow us to become free from
the density of consciousness that they trapped us in.
The sacred geometry can also become densified when the
observer bases his own quantum vision on the mathematical
formulas rather than the light and sound that makes up the crystal
light and gelaizic forms of creation.
The music theory was also a densified control system that did not
allow expansion out of this one key world. This octave of reality was
frozen. The chord to align this sphere with all of the spheres of this
universe, solar system and galaxy will now be returned to earth with
a new understanding of the frequencies of the individual and the
frequencies of music that pull our minds out of the frozen chords of
density consciousness.
The Music of the Spheres is the subject that is being taught at the
COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL of the OMNIVERSE in Monterey,
California.
Every note, every thought, every lecture will be telecommunicated
from our team who we have worked with before on many Mystery
Schools over the past eons. These entities will actually be with us
and our classes as this Mystery School is broad cast on Earth.
This Mystery School is the Omniversal collection of all frequencies
of consciousness of all universes collected into a grander, greater
frequency of the allness that is known to Divine mind at this time of
Ascension out of this dimensions, out of this matrix into the Golden
Galaxy.
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Our direct team includes Kuthumi, Merlin, El Morya, Lacademas,
Taurek, Zaurak, Zadkiel, AA Michael, Jesus (Yeshua ben
Joseph),Goddess Hathor, Goddess Leeha, Lady Mary, Raphael, St.
Germain, Metatron and many other Melkizedeks, Gaurdian angels,
devas, angels, elemental beings and Cosmic Beings of Light.
The great Elohim of Hearing is with us constantly aligning the
energies of Crystal Light Energy into our ears as the crystal light
energy ignites the frequencies of all spheres to ignite, spark and
align into one new realm. We are also being assisted by many Inner
Earth Beings – the little guys that we think of as elves. Zaurak and
these little guys are the genius of the universe. They are the ones
who make the space ships, design portals of light, create light
technology, etc. They will be living in our house.
We are being given all of the building blocks of creation – Crystal
– Light and Energy. The Sound and Light of all creation. The Music
of the Spheres to build the New Earth, to unite all spheres of this
matrix and to expand Universe upon Universe, upon Universe to
unite into the Co-Creation of the Divine Mind of each individual and
into the Oneness of the Golden Galaxy.
We were directed to live in Monterey for three reasons. One reason
is because I was called upon by Lord Zaurak – the keeper of the
Island being formed above Monterey and for Northern California.
He is in charge of creating and moving this island and all islands
into his star system, which will be the new Star Earth. Now that we
have been working on this Island of Light Project for a year, I was
given a new broader understanding of the process of this sacred
geometry and the music of the spheres.
Many of us have heard of the Music of the Spheres and the lost
chord. I found the lost chord yesterday. My Cosmic Team has been
sending me bits and pieces of the puzzle my entire life to prepare
me for this moment. The last piece of the puzzle is this: 8-8-8 or
12-12. Both of these sets adds up to 24. Zaurak’s Star System is
the 24. Zaurak is my starry brother. As we resonate our frequencies
back up into the 8th dimension of our Golden Galaxy and then 8
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dimensions beyond we find our selves outside of Earth’s Matrix.
The 16th is the Oneness station where we connect completely
with Source and then 8 more steps up put us in the Star System
of Yaway’s complete return into white light perfection. If we go up
the stairway of 12 steps into the Christ Consciousness sphere and
then 12 more into Zaurak’s Star system, we have the perfect twins
of the complete music of the spheres. This is the jazzed up version
for those who want the fast ascension through the Andromeda
passage.
This Earth matrix has been a healing station. The next station up is
a Source Station- we could call it the 16th dimension. The Cosmic
team doesn’t use these terms, however the sacred geometry
contains the meaning. As we lift our frequencies 8 sets higher, we
find ourselves in Zauraks’s perfect Star System. This system is
the Lost Chord. My mission on Earth is to bring these frequencies
from this Star System into the Earth’s Core and stream Zaurak’s
frequencies through my consciousness, which is the portal to this
star system. Each system is a Sphere. The music of the spheres
is the harmonic convergence of all spheres back into their tone of
home, the alignment and oneness of all families of consciousness.
As we completely wrap our Earth’s Matrix into this Crystal Star
Sphere of White Light Energy, we pull the entire Earth into her
StarDome. These were the missions that I signed up for before I
came to Earth. Now is the time for completing what I came to Earth
for.
We will create the Island of Light for Zaurak’s Star System to
resonate and glow through our bodies and through the Earth’s
body. If anyone would like to join us, the sacred geometry was
placed in our Music CD’s that was aligned through the angelic
consciousness of the 8th, 12th, Cosmic 13-15, Source and Zaurak,
as well as all of my family, which is Zaurak’s family-Shajinka,
Cinderella, Tinker Bell, Winefred and Ziegfried-- our family of Orcas,
Dolphins and Whales.
Each Musical Creation that the Angels performed with me this year
was about one specific alignment of the music of the spheres.
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Each week of 2008 had a specific alignment. The Months of May
through June were extremely active frequency shift months. The
frequencies of Ultra Violet Blue Sun was recorded as I witnessed
this event. the frequencies of the Rod and the Staff realigning and
streaming upward and outward like butterfly wings was witnessed
and recorded. The high frequency days of Sun Vesta streaming
her liquid light through. The day of 8/8 which was the completion
of the Earth’s matrix merging into the Cosmic sphere can be heard
on Merlin’s Magic CD. The completion of the 8/8/8 can be heard
on the DANCE TO THE STARS CD. The ULTRA VIOLET BLUE
SUN is that title and the Rod and the Staff is that title. The Music of
the Spheres and the Collection of Super Frequencies contain the
complete historic account of the Music of the Spheres transforming
in 2008. The final harmonic convergence into our lost chord the
third chord is Zaurak’s Star System. This is the beginning of Earth
becoming a Star.
Mother Earth is now asking us all to merge our consciousness into
the Music of the Spheres to raise all frequencies into the highest.
As we fill our consciousness with the light energy channeled from
the breaths of angels in each of the realms of the spheres, we lift
ourselves and all of Earth into these higher realms.
All of the FREQUENCY MUSIC OF COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS
can be purchased through LunarVisions.com or
CosmicWaveFilesDNAactivation.com or CosmicMagicSchool.com.
The REAL power of ascension lies in the DOLPHINS,ORCAS,
WHALES, and all FISH PEOPLE on Earth. The Dolphonoid Race
from Sirius B are here on Earth creating the Islands of Light for us
to move into. aDolphino and I are the Fish People. Just as Mary
Magdalene and Jesus were Fish People. We are the fish people
who travel into the UnderWater Crystal Cities and create light
streams of light and sound. Each strand of cosmic light energy is
carefully woven through all consciousness on millions of levels. It is
a very complicated, complex process of perfecting the harpstrings
of our consciousness through the breaths of consciousness of all of
the Cosmic Angels.
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The great architects – the great alchemists in the sky – have
always used the science of the keys, the harmonic convergence,
the vibrational alignment to create cities, planets, galaxies and the
entire cosmos. The science taught in all Mystery Schools was the
Music of the Spheres. This science is entirely based on
frequency and the alignment of crystalline forms of crystal dust,
crystal gel and crystal light through the energy of light, which is
frequency.
All Ascended Masters have ascended because they learned to
raise their frequencies into the rhythm of the spheres, into the
crystal cells that are the reality of what we are made of.
Those who raise their frequency by aligning consciousness into the
highest etheric realms become guided like sonar waves into proper
alignment with the spheres. There are five spheres on this matrix.
There are three dimensions in each sphere.
That energy only becomes available to those who raise their
frequencies to those dimensions- to the crystalline wave bands
of that sphere. The reason so many got trapped in hybernization
during astral travel is the same reason so few have
awakened to the reality around them. The third dimensional mind
was trained to lower frequencies into this density for several eons.
Everything in the old education, society, religion and especially
music system is based on lowering frequencies. You see, we are
actually one of the hybernization zones that are being held prisoner
and having our energy sucked out of us.
The controllers of the third dimension who created this frozen zone
so they could suck our energy out, created a system of science and
a system of music that would never allow us to become free from
the density of consciousness that they trapped us in.
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The sacred geometry can also become densified when the
observer bases his own quantum vision on the mathematical
formulas rather than the light and sound that makes up the crystal
light and gelaizic forms of creation.
The music theory was also a densified control system that did not
allow expansion out of this one key world. This octave of reality was
frozen. The chord to align this sphere with all of the spheres of this
universe, solar system and galaxy will now be returned to earth with
a new understanding of the frequencies of the individual and the
frequencies of music that pull our minds out of the frozen chords of
density consciousness.
The Music of the Spheres is the subject that is taught at the
COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL of the OMNIVERSE -formerly in
Monterey, California.
We are being given all of the building blocks of creation – Crystal
– Light and Energy. The Sound and Light of all creation. The Music
of the Spheres to build the New Earth, to unite all spheres of this
matrix and to expand Universe upon Universe, upon Universe to
unite into the Co-Creation of the Divine Mind of each individual and
into the Oneness of the Golden Galaxy.
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